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Fendlipo means Cleft Lip in Esperanto*

Early cleft care workshop
Bucharest, October 15

Training in Latvia

in support of the work for
the cleft team over the coming months. They are
particularly keen to improve understand ing and
knowledge of clefts at maternity units.
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EUROCleftNet that we are now
actively forging links with more
and more countries. It was
EUROCleftNet that took clefts
to the European Parliament at
a key meeting in 2012 which
paved the way for greater European collaboration.
EU funding partnerhips

able to find some funds through
EUROCleftNet to enable him to
seek a long term learning relationship with a cleft team elsewhere in Europe. If you are an
experienced cleft surgeon and
feel you might be able to ‘host’
Dr Luchynski and offer some
training please contact
gareth.davies@econline.org

trained parent contacts which
who are all readily contactable
via the ALA website. In order
to see whether we have been
successful at addressing the
abandonment issue ALA is now
re-running the 2009 survey
and the results will be published later int eh year. Early
signs are extremely promising.

Bulgaria: survey update
We are delighted to learn that
we are a partner in another
successful Erasmus + funding
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will continue to build on existing working relationships with colleagues from the
UK, Sweden Norway, Latvia, Bulgaria, Serbia and
Turkey. The aim of
the project is to im-
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